Friends,
When we started in 2009, we never knew we will receive such an immense support from our friends, family and the communities we were working with. Over the time, we have faced many obstacles like lack of resources and financial constraints. However, I am proud to say that the team of Lakshya is the driving force behind its operations. Together we have been working on empowering women, youth and creating leadership in the communities with the help of our interventions.

Our biggest assets are young girls and women. If we are able to change the mind set of society towards women, then half the battle is won. Our focus is to bring women and girls into mainstream and hone them with skills and make them decision makers of the family.

We are thankful to our supporters, mentors, partners, family and friends for the love and trust they have shown on us.

Rahul Goswami
WHAT WE DO AND WHY?

Challenge

Mothers in most of the lower urban and middle class families are illiterate and have little or no say in determining their life or their kid lives. They have low self esteem and little access to technology. They are unable to help their children in education, face domestic violence and have lesser contribution in GDP of the country.

Our Vision
To uplift the status of women and youth by making them skilled, independent and productive contributors to the communities in which they live.

Our Mission
To deliver the highest quality and most relevant educational training programs to our students. To bridge the gap of industry requirements which are usually not met in public education. To accomplish this, we focus on; Communications Skills, Reading, Speaking, Writing, Listening, Computer Skills and building self-confidence through Leadership Development program.
LIVES IMPACTED

2450 People Mobilized
1080 School students benefited after school program
230 Women trained in basic education and IT
95 Youth Trained in Vocational Skills
116 Students placed in different industries

WWW.MERALAKSHYA.ORG
Mrs. Laxmi

A mother of two daughters and a son with just primary education in hand. Her husband is a salesman and his income is not enough for meeting the basic needs of the house. But she has great aspirations to study further. She felt ashamed while teaching to her children. She doesn’t want to get dependent on anyone else. After attending the first few classes of ASMA, she joined the Financial Training to increase her family income. After this contribution, she explored her stitching skills and started working and earning from it. Laxmi now teaches her children with confidence & contributing in the household income.

Mrs. Shobha Patondiya

A simple housewife who never focused on what she wanted from her life. She never went to school and couldn't write. After being a mother, she realized the value of education. Lakshya became the platform where Shobha was able to get the education she needed to help her children. Lakshya has not only made her able and sound in speaking and writing but has also positively influenced her life. Now, she aims to empower and educate her family.
Mansi Shanker

Mansi Shanker was an under confident girl. Due to the lack of guidance, she never scored well in her exams. When she joined Eklavya classes, she liked all the activities based classes and started taking interest in her studies. Later, she developed interest in understanding the basic concept which made her keen to learn. She now wants to be a doctor.

Jyoti

Jyoti lost her parents at a very early age. Circumstances never allowed Jyoti and her elder brother to live their dreams. Both had to drop from school and start working for a living. Petty jobs were not good enough & low qualification never let them explore any good opportunities. Jyoti started a series of workshop with us, where she started working on her development and also learned English language. She enrolled herself in School of Open Learning. Jyoti is now working full time while still pursuing her studies. She dreams of buying her own house and has already started saving money for it. Training gave her the confidence she needed and fueled her motivation to chase her dreams.
**MILESTONES ACHIEVED**

1. Lakhya Jeevan Jagriti won the Best Social Enterprise Award 2017 by Singapore International Foundation. Where 40 teams across the world participated in a year long program for young social entrepreneurs.

2. Conducted a successful Health Camp in the community with the team of 16 doctors.

3. Three of our founding team members got selected in Cherie Blaire Mentoring Program.

4. Our students initiated a drive of clothes distribution for street children. More than 100 unit clothes distributed by our students to the needy.

5. 65 students volunteered with us in different programs and participated in Leadership Development workshops.
Health Camp in the community

Students participation at Marathon Run

Anti Smoking Campaigning by students on World Cancer Day
Women’s Day Celebration

Football League participation

Our President’s Interview with Richa on 92.7FM
BEST SOCIAL ENTERPRISE AWARD 2017
by Singapore International Foundation
LAKSHYA JEEVAN JAGRITI
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OUR SUPPORTERS
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